"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things :
Of shoes-and ships-and sealing-waxOf cabbages and kings And why the sea is boiling hotAnd whether pigs have wings. "
Lewis Carroll
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You've changed.
That's what they'll say when I'm all grown up and careered .
You aren't the girl you used to be.
But, what do they expect? By then I'll have seen a billion
commercials and participated in over 200 family fights .
By then I'll know the ropes .
And when they talk to me of old times, I'll just laugh.
What else can I do when inside they remember how they never
really liked me, but couldn't bear to hurt my feelings.
Ha! That's a good one.
Just like all those times I was gossip.
Breakfast and lunch news. They could lie about me and
get away with it.
And after they go away I'll probably just sit there and
hate them for a few minutes. I wouldn 't cry. By that time
they will have conditioned me.
Donna Merz

ODE TO AN EGG

All life begins as an egg.
An infinitesimally small egg unseen by the naked eye.
There are eggs that become chickens, other eggs become dogs
And other eggs become fish (who grow up to make eggs known as caviar).
Still other eggs -- if left alone -- become people.
There are many interesting things we can say about eggs,
For instance, their shape.
Eggs are oval or ovoid and even round , but never square (as far as I know)
Who can explain that?
Eggs are also pleasant to the eye.
They come in many colors -- some you wouldn't believe.
They are white, brown, blue, speckled, green and even black (caviar, ha!).
And did you know that a white chicken lays white eggs, and a
Red chicken lays brown eggs, but a black chicken lays white eggs?
Who can explain that?
Eggs, for the most part don't smell (except bad ones)
However, there is always caviar and you can't say caviar doesn't smell,
(To each his own) .

Eggs have a very plea sant taste . Everybody likes to eat eggs.
(Almost everybody) .
Eggs can be eaten raw, scrambled, baked, boiled , whipped , fluffed,
Stretched (as in caviar on a cracker, my dear).
The white part can be made into beautiful peaks on top of a pie.
Eggs cooperate very well with other foods, too, with flour,
Parsley, oregano, cheese, spinach and ham and 27 other varieties of omelettes.
(Except caviar, this goes it alone!).
And everyon e (well , almost everyone) knows what a raw egg can do for you
Both before and after the night before. (or so I'm told)
Eggs are useful for teaching simple truths and to warn small children and
To teach them a lesson after the fact. These truths are thrown in
The adult 's fa ce after a foolish act.
"I told you not to put all your eggs in one basket." some one will say.
(A lot they know) . Or again someone will say "You can't make an
Omelette without breaking an egg."
(Is this the same as you can't have your cake and eat it too?)
The egg is useful in characterizing certain characters when you don't
Have the wits to think of the elegant phrase.
He is a bad egg or he is a good egg are often used by your mother.
Everyone will understand you when you say he or she is a bad egg.
(Probably some one that smokes and drinks and stays out til all hours
of the night and sasses his mother)
There are also egg heads. (do you know any?)
Eggs are very useful in games.
There is an egg roll , and an egg hunt (this is not like a witch hunt)
And an egg toss.
And eggs are most satisfactory for domestic quarrels. They are excellent
Missiles. And even if the target is missed a very adequate, moist, yellow
Explosion occurs that hurts no one (except in the psyche)
Eggs are useful in taking temperatures .. by frying it on a hot sidewalk
(If you have the time and inclination).

Eggs are decorative in themselves, and lend themselves to resemble
Most anything you want them to.
They are especially good at being made up to look like people.
You can make an egg doll, and an egg man and an egg lady.
All you have to do is paint a face on the egg and you have small people,
Fat people, long people, white people and brown people.
(Just like real people)
Eggs can be made into elegant tree decorations (once you learn to
Blow the glop out of the shell).
(Do this at 2 o'clock in the morning when no one is around to see your
Popping eyes and purple cheeks.
Even a broken egg shell takes on interesting shapes and the broken
Egg shell becomes a little nest for a pretty shell or stone you
Picked up at the beach.
Artists paint with eggs and women paint their faces with egg
(The war paint for the battle of the sexes).
Eggs are nutritious. Protein on the inside and
Calcium on the outside. Who can explain that?
As big as an egg describes your first diamond ring (well , eggs
Come in all sizes, don't they?)
And when someone lays an egg, you know he fell flat on his face
(Getting egg on his face in the process, of course). Well at
Least he tried.
And none of us will forget Humpty-Dumpty, who had a fall and
Couldn't be put back together, even by Dr. DeBakey and/or Dr . Barnard.
The moral is, if you are vulnerable, don't sit on a wall unless you
Have arranged for a soft spot to fall on.
And remember! Once upon a time you were not even an egg ... you were
Only half of one.
Who would like to explain that?
Rose Tantalo

The cry of a hawk
with the smell of lilacs .
Truth.

Laudenslayer

Fog
Behold, a world at my fingertips,
Master of Mist
and Lord of Light
and all I see is me.

Laurie Ozone

We live in our separate worlds
Apart from one another.
I always wonder how you are,
And where you are,
And sometimes who you are.
I found happiness with you ;
Something I've seldom had the chance to feel before.
Now, every minute of every day
I need and miss you more.
And contemplate on how our minds clash.
Need is a difficult word to define,
But the way I need you cannot be explained
Since it is a word too powerful to use anyway.
I've always had what I wanted ,
Though now, I can only reach out
And grasp that which is within my reach.
Anything -- except you .
I am original
You are original
But together we are duplicate.
You never knew how I loved you Perhaps it is better though.

C. Sage

Got Me An Id
Th
ea
' at The Laugh 's On
Cause You Th ' k
You
To Lose,
in There's Somethin
And I K now There Aint.

C.J . Callahan

g

The reign of butterfly wings
Drawing thoughts to the stardust land of giants.
Once, with a morbid mind.
dredged the world with thoughts of plague .
Now, the anxious joy of living
surrounding every creature met.
The mourning is over and life has begun .
Peg Spanfelner

The waves are stronger,
the breeze whispers
th e song
Laughter is the same
but I am not.
Kathy Maria

Father . .. .
why will I turn grey?
because you'll get old .
why will I get old?
because you live.
why do I live?
because you are young.
why am I young?
because I am old.
Lin Tooey

SHOT

Clear skies are a joyous game
of blossoms, and fragrant earth
reaching up,
dig your fingers in
young man
dig, hollow the moist
Ohio soil
plant your holy body
in its' sepelchure
Carry Plato and Goebbles
under your arm
under the sun
and dream of visions lost
to quiet moment
of teak and leather
Dream until the unearthly lead bullet
comes speeding
on the smoke of three other stars
to
break your
brains.
The hellish missile strikes the
outer skin
and disturbs the
digression to
last nights lustful sweat of love
of soft, silken pubic hairs,
moist to a lasting touch
and tender probing

She turns . ..
as cold lead rips into
hot grey, veiny matter ,
squirting blood , bone, and scarlet
grey tissue
through
the
jagged
cave wh e re
it made its' entrance

On the twisting lead scourges,
surprising and ripping
the memories as it passes,
past
past
past
mother, dad , white America ,
high school , football , fucking ,
sand ,
summer
past
pints of Seagrams 7
beatniks
past
blowjobs,currency
go away
past
LBJ
college
now
past ..

R. Stuart Marks

The alien lead rests
on the place where the
memory of life
lies
and dies
memory, silently fading
like blood thrown on a wet painting
like sleep
like .. . .. sleep.

Slowing down it turns
rocking vision
remember Spring?
It passes,
clouds ring
and go to classes
just stopping but the shock
Hits.
twisting the head awry
pushing deadend eyes
from their bloody sockets
falling
falling
sand, summer
beatniks
pints of Seagrams, past

Lights dimming, people running,
voices are without sound,
mother . . .... football ...... beatniks .. .
past
.. . dreams of visions lost I
pledge aliegance to
the flag I, ...
no more

falling

falling.
- R. Stuart Marks

Awaken,
touch thy soul.
believe in
thyself.
Kathy Maria

Must I live in the
cacoon this world has
wove for me .
Shall

I

wait until
the cold iias
ceased.

May, I awake
to that of a
spring day.
Alive

I

am and
free I breath
to spread
my wings
and
fly
until
the
end
of
me.

Kathy Maria

IT WAS EASY TO SAY GOODBYE
MY PLANS WERE CLEAR and
MY MOTIVE SURE
BUT NOW THAT I HAVE GONE
I HAVE LOST MY DIRECTION
WHERE DO I TURN FOR LOVE AND AFFECTION
IS UNDERSTANDING TO THE LEFT OR TO THE RIGHT
WHAT IF I BECOME LOST
WILL YOU BE THERE
AND IF I TURN AROUND,
WILL THAT LONELY ROAD LEAD BACK TO YOU ... . ?
Grady

Once man confided in nature
Where dreams became thoughts
and thoughts - realities.
he wrote of life, love,
the simple pleasures, but
his touch was careless and
the reality today reflects the
absence in him mind
life, love, the simple pleasure .
by Grady

The sky must be
God's eyes, full of
wonder, shiny sunny
as many stars blue
as there are people
Coloring my world as it brightens the lives
of everyone, everywhere, that will look up.
Always alive, changing
sometimes blue crystal
Shimmering rainbow or
cloudy dark with wrath
ominous mystery perhaps
crying with God tears
sorrowing for His
confused peoples.
The embracing skyever - present, as God ,
always changing, as people,
radiantly awesome, as life.
Diane Fletcher

The Spring sky,
and a stonefence with a broken gate.
Life.

Laudenslayer

FROM TEMPLE PRECINCTS
THE MONEY CHANGERS DRIVE
AND AT THEIR GOLGATHA
THEY DIVIDE
HIGHWAYS.
TO APRIL'S BREEZE AND EMBATTLED SKY
ABOVE THE WASHROOM CITIES HIGH
PAPER TOWELS
UNFURL.
THE GRECIAN URNS ARE SMASHED!!!
(so sad
like photographs
of what we had)
come shut the door.
the earth does move my ladylaid
and in my arms embarrassed say--i
love you
paul wilcox

once again
The past can effect
the future,
but its fading
power is so rapid
that only the foolish
let
it keep them .

Two days left
and still no good-bye
When there is nothing-Good-byes
are
important.
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MINDS, LIKE FOUNTAIN PENS
NEED TO BE REFILLED . . . .. .

Grady

LOVE HAS MANY FACES,
MUST YOU HIDE THEM ALL
ONCE YOUR THOUGHTS WERE OF ME
DO YOU STILL RECALL
WE'D CELEBRATE US WITH CHAMPAGNE
MUST I NOW DRINK BEER
AND WHERE ARE ALL THE LITTLE THINGS THAT COUNT
ONCE YOU WERE SINCERE
WE USED TO TALK AND TOUCH AS IF THE WORLD WA S BUILT FOR TWO
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO THAT LIFE MADE ME AND YOU . . . . ?

by Grady

& you better find out soon
that i know just what it means exactly
& to you it sounds like schizophrenia
but you better find out pretty quick
i never laugh without knowing why
& out of these tangles of confusion came
only slobberings of i love you
whispered into a wet ear
a thousand years' evolution ahead of you;
a million light years of creation/ destruction / regeneration
behind you
lost wandering
somewhere between glory & suffocation
encased in silence
knowing the big joke
but still young enough
to try to empty the sea into an envelope
still fooling myself
still trying to reach you
still waiting for your lips to form words that say
it is all right; there shall be time
still trying to touch the sun with a paper clip
a little boy
never admitting but secretly knowing
that not h i n g
will ever never ever work
change
fade
or grow
as i stood silent alone drifting between stars
about to rip at the seams from holding inside
that cosmic annihilating cackle of mad laughter

but you never asked about a little boy you didn't know
but now
it is too late
he doesn't live here anymore

so still
i am waiting for my eyes to open wide with wonder & awe
but for a time it is gone; stolen by a warm city called boston
& filed away in a secret notebook in traveler's aid, st. james ave. greyhound
station
they gave the strange hitchiker with the deathlike eyes a free meal & sent
him home with his thumb sticking out in the frozen autumn rainy mass . turnpi
ke

& i left love in that city
love that says your body is best
& stopped asking
why love care hope,
why bother to care about anything at all
you see death in my eyes
goo goo goo joob .. .. & don't ever say i didn't warn you
I am the keeper of your keys . . . . & i know i m right each time i utter the
esoteric ecstatic magic words "i don't care"
because somewhere
a sparrow pops out of an aging shell opens squinting eyes & does not care
s'funny . . . . . . . . . .
so start laughing or get broken like a twig . . .

so for me at least
the sun somehow sets again & ends another cycle only to begin again
dusk ended and shadows devoured all
& as you left
taking with you the last ray of light
still again i saw the wheel turning
for you the cycles change
but they do not change for me
they do not change for me

they merely disguise themselves
another face
another name
another form
but still the same for me
know that no matter what happens
it cannot end
it cannot end
& yes i stand gazing beatified transfixed yes amazed at the wonder of it all
there is no end at all
there is no end ever
& i can laugh
& yes i was filled;
filled with a lonely sort of love
it is not enough for me to love
it is not enough for m e to care

& yes
when it comes apart before your very eyes
when the horsemen come, trampling all in their paths
you'll find out
it was all guaranteed
with no money down
all you had to do was figure it out
& it's too simple to put into winding words
it means nothing for me to remember you
but do not trouble me with true love, lost love or other such pathological
trivia

when it comes down to flux at last
& my eyes merge; two into one
& you wonder just where you fit into this puzzle
i will be left
standing alone blinking a single eye &
holding a thousand puzzle pieces that do not fit one another
laughing
like a hyperactive hyena
waiting for the noise to stop

& then waiting again for the silent void of the gone world
to be disturbed
by the sound
of an eggshell cracking open

Andromeda Davine
25 sept. 1970
4:32 am

To want a love
that can never be yours .
The never ending search
Ending.
Assisting to rid the torment of friends,
Squelching the tornados in their mind
And delivering them to the sea of tranquility.
But never entering yourself - - the undertow
a constant fear .

Peg Spanfelner

A lush green valley,
the echo of the nightingale.
A mortar shell.

Laudenslayer

When I see you,
I meet you with just a stare.
How can we smile at one another
and say we really care.
When all we are is only two strangers
who are totally unaware.
I watch from behind the hidden wall of my mind.
You are so near, but I cannot touch you.
My thoughts reach out, but you cannot grasp them
You are unaware I am listening
to every sound you make.
Joining you in every breath you take.
I am living my whole life with you, for you, and around you,
And perhaps someday I will come out from my secret world
And tell you exactly how I feel ,
But not until I know you,
better than yourself.

C. Sage

To Brown Eyes
Honey- amber glowed, thought I,
With love, but it was really
Laughter. Paint your pretty
Eyeballs grey; such ugliness
Does not deserve to be
Disguised.
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My hair is my veil.
It cascades in a dark and misty way
over my features.
I hide behind the perfumed silk
and listen to the world pass me by.
I am one with no troubles
when my veil is silently dropped.
My shroud encircles me in natal warmth
And I am secure.
Sharon Searle

Natures Wonders

Bright blue
Ceiling covers
The world like an endless
Blanket that shields us from harm from
The sun.
Sudden
Curves of color
Melt slowly as they are
Ascending into the frosty ,
Damp mist.
Streams that
Roll along, never
Having time to stop in
Their course always pushing onward
Like us.
Waters
Tumble freely
Upon worn stone, grinding them
To fine dust that falls , no longer
Useful.
Rosemary M. Sherman

Untitled Poem
The forgotten door shall I be
I wilt into the remaining chapters
of my sea, unable to cry out.
The burning shall not cease its endless
eternity, but then should it, for I set it
on the seeds of death?
A time in the sun shall await m e.
My journey has not ended, but soon it shall.
The window shall shield the tears from
your knowing, and when the tide washes
upon the shore, the remaining remnants of
my life behind, I shall be . . .

Frozen minds slowly melting
into nonexistence
Rigid limbs becoming
numb with no feeling.
Craving mouths seeking liquid
as the atmosphere becomes thin.
They are all enclosed with a cave with
Paranoid people walking about.
People of a hundred wrinkled faces
Talking seventy- eight
Watching, waiting, wondering
Listening to sounds not as they are
But how you make them
While the ashes slowly drift down
To the sounds of insane laughter.

C. Sage

Must it go on day after day,
the cool recesses of our mind
revolting, for what is life
without death basking in
the Sun?
One must not tell, for to tell , is
to find the End.
Bonnie Hundredmark

Plastic and Paper
Plastic and paper
everything just right
Reading the paper
not knowing the words
Walking alone
thousands in the square
Lights on and off
in one smooth move
Day to night
The body moves
to the repeating call
Moving on again
off and on
Stepping forward
he speaks a sound
He opens his door
his eyes reflect the light
His neighbors close their doors
staying inside
His door remains open
cold wind rushing in

He sits alone
People walk by
his voice cries out
He is glared at
the clock ticks on
He finds beauty
as people walk by
Lights flash off
In his 18th year
He died
That which saw beauty
shattered by those he loved
In a land far from home
His body is left
voice gone
Some others begin to speak
to late for him to know
Crying out above all
above the storm winds
People move on
plastic and paper
everything just right

Tom Gallagher

could cry
blood tears and
still no one would
believe that I
was sad

C.J . Callahan

Mechanical lightbulbs
light the heavens above.
And there souls have fled
only to find they are no more.
Laurie Ozone

Flicker,
Your eyes are gone
Your soul is strong,
Your need,
is mine.
Kathy Maria

8 TO 9
17 people threw
their cigarette butts out
into the street.
11 young men gave me the peace sign.
I counted 23 blue cars
21 red
5 white
7 yellow
8 people beat me at the stop lights.
Then I stopped counting.
He left yesterday
and I still look for his car.
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